This paper presents an H" controller design method for linear systems with delayed states, inputs, and measurement outputs. Using a Lyapunov functional, the stability for delay systems is discussed independently of time delays. And a sufficient condition for the existence of H a controllers of any order is given in terms of three linear matrix inequalities(LM1s). Based on the positive definite solutions of their LMIs, we briefly explain how to construct H" controller, which stabilizes time delay systems independently of delays and guarantees an H" norm bound.
Introduction
Since 1 9 8 0~~ the H" control problem has been extensively studied. It is well known that the state-space result of Doyle et aZ. [4] is an efficient and numerically good method for the standard H" control problem. The existence conditions for an H" controller were described by two Riccati equations and a spectral radius condition. Gahinet et al. [5] and Iwasaki et aZ. [6] extended to the general H" control problem using the bounded real lemma(BRL) and linear matrix inequalities(LM1s). Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an H" controller of any order were given in terms of three LMIs. For the H" control problem, most of papers exist on linear non-delay systems, but very few papers exist on linear delay systems. Since time delay is frequently a source of instability and encountered in various engineering systems such as chemical process, hydraulic, and rolling mill systems, etc., the stability problems of time delay systems have received considerable attention over the decades. Because systems often include some disturbances and time delays, it is necessary to study the H" control problem for time delay 
Problem formulation
Consider the delay system described by the statespace equations of the form
(1)
where z(t) E R" is the state, w(t) E Rz is the squareintegrable disturbance input vector, u(t) E R" is the control, z ( t ) E R P is the controlled output, y(t) E Rq is the measurement output, 4(t) E R" is the continuous 
where 5(t) E R'" is the controller state. When we apply the control (2) to the delay system (l), the closed-loop system from w to z is given by i(t) 
(6)
Note that ( 5 ) involves only plant data and that all matrices of (6) are affine form of the controller data K .
We consider the design of a stabilizing controller data K which yields the closed-loop system with H" norm bounded above by a specified number. To help our results, we need to review well-known results.
Lemma 1: For any symmetric matrix L= the following axe equivalent. 
H" norm bound for delay systems
In this section, we discuss the stability condition of the system (3) and present a sufficient condition which stabilizes the closed-loop system (3) and guarantees the H" norm bound.
Lemma 5: Consider the unforced time delay system 
V(E7 t )
= <~( t p E ( t ) 
-Acz3e-jwd3 -Ac123e-jw(d2+d3) 1-l Proof: Using lemma 1, lemma 2, lemma 3, the proof can be completed.
0
The matrix inequality (17) is similar to the matrix inequality of BRL for non-delay systems except terms related time delays. That is, lemma 6 presents a sufficient condition that the time delay system (3) is asymptotically stable independently of time delays and the H M norm of the time delay system is less than or equal to given y > 0.
Sufficient condition for the existence of I€$" controllers
By applying the result of lemma 6 developed in the previous section, we present a sufficient condition for the existence of H" controllers of the linear time delay system (3) and how to construct H" controllers from (21) is an LMI in K , y-suboptimal Hm controllers can be computed as any solution K of (21). Note that the order of the controller is determined by the dimension of P.
Example
Consider the time delay system (1) The positive definite solution of (34) 
